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Reviewer's report:

I appreciate the thoughtful and thorough author's response to reviewers, and I am impressed with the revised manuscript.

The only minor essential revision I recommend is in regard to the first part of the "Discussion" section, pages 13-15, where the authors report that higher internal stigma was found among "women reporting Aboriginal, Inuit or Metis ethnicity." The clarification of this finding is on page 15, a paragraph that begins, "High levels of female-specific moral stigma..." I appreciate the final sentence of that paragraph, "...indicating that a culturally-specific influence was present."

I understand the author's point about not having the time/resources to add a brief discussion of how these three cultures have traditionally constructed meanings of feminine sexual morality. So, the next best solution may be acknowledging it as a small but real limitation of the current study and noting it in that section of the paper. Its clear that practitioners' abilities to interpret the meanings of the developed stigma scale would be enhanced by research on culturally-specific constructions of STIs, especially with regard to feminine sexual morality, of the cultural/ethnic groups from which samples are drawn.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field
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